One of the main goals of physical cosmology is to reconstruct the expansion history of the universe and finding the actual model of dark energy. In this article I review the difficulties of understanding dark energy and discuss about two strategic approaches, 'reconstructing dark energy' and 'falsifying dark energy models'. While one can use the data to reconstruct the expansion history of the universe and the properties of dark energy using novel approaches, considering the data limitations and its uncertainties we have to deal with cosmographic degeneracies that makes it difficult to distinguish between different dark energy models. On the other hand one can use the power of the data to falsify an assumed model using advanced statistical techniques. Within all these issues, focusing on falsification of cosmological constant has a particular importance since finding any significant deviation from Λ would result to a break through in theoretical physics, ruling out the standard concordance model of cosmology.
Introduction
The standard model of cosmology is based on the general theory of relativity. Einsteins discovery of general relativity enabled us to develop a theory of the universe which is testable and can be falsified. So cosmology has become a proper science which can predict events and explain observations. The Big Bang model of the universe which is based on general relativity and is in fact the standard model of the universe at present, has successfully passed several important tests include the expansion of the universe as exhibited by the Hubble diagram; light element abundances which are in concordance with Big Bang nucleosynthesis predictions; observations of the cosmic microwave background which is a black body radiation left over from the young universe when the latter was only a few hundred thousand years old, etc. The standard cosmological model also needs to account for the origins of inhomogeneities such as galaxies, stars and planets. In the early 1980s the inflationary model was suggested [1, 2, 3] and subsequently shown to be able to successfully seed galaxy formation [4, 5, 6, 7] . Besides the key issues of seed initial conditions for galaxies, the standard model must also account for dark matter and dark energy. Currently it is felt that the dark components of the universe, dark matter and dark energy, constitute around 96% of the total energy density of the universe. However, it could also be that the presence of an unseen component implies a crises for the standard model of cosmology and calls for a revision of the general theory of relativity as advocated by some researchers. To determine which is the correct direction for theory to take one must develop sophisticated statistical methods and apply these to observational data in order to get a bias free picture of cosmological observations. The standard model of cosmology, known as 'Vanilla model' because of its simplicity can be summarised as a spatially flat homogeneous and isotropic on large scales Friedman-Lometre-RobertsonWalker (FLRW) universe with power-law form of the primordial spectrum for the initial fluctuations and constitute of baryonic matter, cold dark matter and cosmological constant as dark energy. The standard model of cosmology is in fact based of many assumptions that leaves us with only 6 parameters to explain the universe and its dynamic. Ω bm and Ω dm (baryonic and dark matter densities) are two of these parameters and Ω Λ = 1 − (Ω bm + Ω dm ) since the universe is assumed to be spatially flat. τ represents the epoch of reionization, H 0 the Hubble constant at z = 0, n s the spectral index of the primordial fluctuations and A s the overall amplitude of the initial fluctuations are the other 4 key parameters. Out of all these, the first 4 parameters govern the dynamic of the universe and the background evolution and the last two represent the initial condition through power spectrum given by
One should admit that despite of simplicity of the concordance model, most cosmological observations are in good agreement with this model and in fact there is no strong evidence against it at current status of observations. However, agreement of this model with most cosmological observations does not necessarily mean that we have found the actual model of the universe. Different assumptions of the standard model can be independently tested using different statistical methods applied on various cosmological data, e.g, look at [8, 9] for testing the isotropy of the universe, [10] for testing the structure formation suggested by the standard model, [11, 12, 55] for testing flatness of the universe and [13] for testing the power-law form of the primordial spectrum. In this article we focus on one the important aspects of the standard model of cosmology, namely, cosmological constant as dark energy. We first discuss about reconstructing dark energy and its difficulties using parametric or non-parametric approaches. Then we overview the theoretical cosmographic degeneracies between different cosmological quantities. Next we discuss about a different strategic approach to assume and falsify Λ using cosmological observations rather than reconstructing the universe and at the end we conclude.
Reconstructing Dark Energy
The cosmological constant was originally introduced by Einstein in 1917 [14] . The cosmological constant has a constant equation of state of w = −1. Although introduced in 1917 the so called Λ-term has had a checkered history. Its recent prominence in cosmological literature is largely due to supernovae observations [15, 16] (look at [17] for the most recent compilation) supported by CMB and other datasets [18, 19, 20] , which points to the interesting fact that the universe may currently be accelerating. To generate this acceleration one requires a component with a negative pressure and with a relatively large value of the energy density as compared with dark and baryonic matter. Currently it is our belief that the cosmological constant density must be as least 2/3 of the total energy budget of the universe.
However many other theoretical candidates for a matter component with similar characteristics to the cosmological constant have been proposed [21, 22, 23, 24] . All these candidates together are called dark energy. One of the challenges of cosmology is to define which one is in fact responsible for the acceleration of the universe.
In this regard reconstructing the expansion history of the universe and properties of dark energy has become one of the main goals of todays cosmology to understand our universe and its components. There have been many approaches in last decade proposed to do the reconstruction of the expansion history and one can generalise them in two categories of parametric and non-parametric methods. Parametric methods are viable approaches if we know the actual class-form of the phenomena we are studying and we can use them to put constraints on the parameters of the model. See [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] for details of data analysis and methods of parametric reconstruction of the properties of dark energy using supernovae data. However dealing with a phenomena that we have no clear idea about its nature and behaviour, using parametric methods can be misleading since the underlying actual model might not be covered by the assumed parametric form. Dealing with uncertainties in the dispersion of the data adds another complication to the analysis and leave us with no clear way to find this fact that we might have chosen an inappropriate parametric form. This raises the importance of the non-parametric and model independent approaches to find out the behaviour of a phenomena in a more direct way by avoiding parametrizing cosmological quantities [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 49, 50, 51] . In figure.1 we can see such a case that using a parametric form of dark energy w(z) = w 0 + w 1 z 1+z [43, 44] to fit a simulated data based on a brane cosmology model which has a singularity in its effective equation of state [45] results to something very much different from the actual fiducial model while a direct non-parametric smoothing method can find the strange feature hidden in the data [31, 32] . However one should note that non-parametric approaches have their own shortcomings. For instance, estimation of the errors can be a tricky task in many cases since in some methods one cannot easily assign the degree of freedom in the likelihood analysis. For a review over this subject look at [46] . Recently there have been attempts to combine parametric and non-parameteric methods to reconstruct the expansion history of the universe in order to recover unexpected features of the data as well as defining proper confidence limits. This probably would be an important step towards model independent dark energy reconstruction and resolving dark energy parametriza- tion problem [47, 48, 49, 50] . In figure. 2 we can see the reconstructed results for the deceleration parameter
H(z) − 1 (H(z) is the Hubble parameter and H (z) is its derivative with respect to redshift) using Gaussian Processes (GP) method [50] applied on Union 2.1 supernovae data [17] along with theoretical predictions of some dark energy models.
Cosmographic Degeneracies
Cosmological observations, especially over the past decade, have made great strides in constraining the energy-density fractions for each of the energy components of the universe. However, as first pointed out in [53] , an incorrect prior for the equation of state of dark energy can lead to gross misrepresentations of reality. The same applies to the value of the matter density. In fact in addition to matter (baryonic and dark matter) and small contributions by radiation and neutrinos, there is an (effective) dark energy associated with the accelerated expansion and possibly an (effective) curvature energy associated with deviation from spatial flatness. Because all the energy densities enter into the Hubble expansion rate, which then determines the distance-redshift relation, degeneracies exist between the components such that more of one can compensate for less of another. Since they evolve differently with redshift, however, each characterised by its own equation of state parameter (0 for matter, −1/3 for curvature, w(z) for dark energy), one expects that observations over a sufficiently wide redshift range give leverage to break the degeneracies. This expectation has been explored for restricted scenarios of matter and dark energy densities (e.g. [54, 31, 32, 55] ) and curvature and dark energy densities (e.g. [56, 57] ), and non-parametrically from the observations through redshifts bins of dark energy. There have been also works to look at how the diversity of models translates to dispersion in observables [58, 59] . One can also exhaustively investigate the freedom around the concordance model caused by degeneracies when we allow for matter, curvature, and dark energy with no a priori restriction on its equation of state. In fact if we restrict ourselves to late-time ob-servations since we have no knowledge of dark energy behaviour at early times, (e.g. is there early dark energy affecting the cosmic microwave background (CMB)?), we can use purely geometric distance measurements, examining how the degeneracies are broken as the data quality and redshift range improve. It is in fact surprising to understand that when we allow matter, spatial curvature, and unrestricted dark energy to contribute to the distance-redshift relation, even when perfectly matching the distances out to z max = 1.5 for a flat ΛCDM model with a given matter density, a substantial region of the density parameter space remains degenerate with the true model [60, 61] . This implies that we cannot assume that the cosmological constant describes the dark energy through such distance measurements alone. Imposing other low-redshift constraints, such as basic consistency conditions on the radius of curvature of closed universes and positivity of the dark energy density, and observational criteria such as a minimum age of the universe and a simple lower bound on the total growth factor for large-scale structure, still leaves considerable freedom for the curvature and dark energy contributions. It is interesting to see how our ignorance of the nature of dark energy and the geometric curvature of space diffuses the strength of evidence for the cosmological constant model from distance measurements. The true universe may be much more complicated, and yet perfectly consistent with cosmography, than this highly restricted model. In figure.3 we can see how different dark energy models with non-restricted form of equation of state and assuming different curvatures can be degenerate to each other and ΛCDM model up to an indistinguishable level. Considering the growth data as a complementary information to the cosmological distance data would be certainly very much important to distinguish between various models, in particular to differ between physical and geometrical dark energy models, but it would not be enough to break all the theoretical degeneracies [51, 52] .
Falsifying Cosmological Constant
Considering the cosmographic degeneracy and difficulties of reconstructing dark energy, taking in to account the quality of cosmological data, we may reach to a conclusion that trying to estimate the equation of state of dark energy to understand this mysterious component of our universe might not be so much plausible. All analysis available in the literature putting tight constraints on the equation of state of dark energy are in fact based on many assumptions and within some particular [60] parametric frameworks. Here, we may change our strategy to concentrate on a more realistic problem. We can try to put the power of the data and find a suitable statistical framework to test and falsify cosmological constant as one of the main aspects of the standard model of cosmology. We should realise that finding any deviation from cosmological constant would result to ruling out the standard model of cosmology and this by itself can be a very important achievement and a breakthrough in the field. So litmus tests of Λ have special importance in cosmology and they should follow some particular characteristics. First of all, these diagnostics of cosmological constant should be insensitive to cosmographic degeneracy. In other words we should be able to derive them with minimum knowledge of the individual components of the energy density of the universe. Second, we should be able to derive them directly from cosmological observables without any model assumption or parameterization. Following this policy and keeping in mind these important and crucial characteristics, we have been able to introduce few different diagnostics of cosmological constant and in the following we discuss two of the most important ones: Om and Om3. Om diagnostic defined by [62, 63] :
where and
h 2 (z) represents the expansion history of a spatially flat FLRW universe with scale factor a(t) and Hubble parameter H(z) ≡ȧ/a. Important characteristic of Om diagnostic is the fact that it is constant only for flat ΛCDM model. In contrast to w(z) and the deceleration parameter q(z) ≡ −ä/aH 2 , the Om(z) diagnostic depends upon no higher derivative of the luminosity distance than the first one. Therefore, it is less sensitive to observational errors than either w or q. Om is also distinguished by the fact that Om(z) = Ω m for ΛCDM. In other words, Om is unevolving only for ΛCDM and for all other dark energy models the value of Om(z) is redshift dependent. Om is very useful in establishing the properties of DE. For an unevolving EOS:
−1 at z 1, consequently a larger Om(z) is indicative of a larger w; while at high z, Om(z) → Ω 0m , as shown in figure. 4.
We should emphasise that the Om diagnostic depends only upon the expansion history, h(z), so if we can derive h(z) from any cosmological observation we can test cosmological constant hypothesis. Om has been quite successful to become a key parameter in cosmological reconstruction and even major cosmological surveys have used it in last couple of years to represent their results and show consistency of their data with spatially flat ΛCDM model [18, 20] .
Though this seems to be quite straight forward to derive h(z) using supernovae data through smoothing or other non-parametric approaches, deriving h(z) from other cosmological observations is not that easy. Note that to derive h(z) from cosmological observations rather than supernovae data (where H 0 acts as a nuisance parameter) we need both H(z) and H 0 to construct h(z) = H(z) H 0 and uncertainties in H(z) and H 0 will add up in this case.
It is widely appreciated that large galaxy surveys, and the resulting Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) data, hold enormous promise for probing the expansion history of the universe. In defining Om3 our focus was on BAO data, with current as well as future observations in mind. The BAO observable (standard ruler) is:
where r s (z CMB ) is the sound horizon marking the decoupling of CMB photons from baryons, and
Clearly, in order to determine h(z) (hence Om) from a knowledge of d(z) we need to know r s (z CMB ), H 0 , d(z) and D L (z). In [55] it had been shown that error propagation in these four quantities makes it rather difficult to reconstruct h(z) and Om(z) in a precise model independent manner (see for instance fig.4 of [55] ).
This issue was the main motivation to look for a new diagnostic that depends on fewer observables.
The resultant diagnostic Om3 is defined by [64] :
where x = 1 + z and
Note that Om3 depends only on D L and d(z) and that there is no dependence on r s (z CMB ) and H 0 . Thus the number of independent observables has been reduced from four to just two, which makes Om3 independent of assumptions that go into the determination of r s (z CMB ) and insensitive to uncertainties in H 0 . Om3 is equal to unity only for spatially flat ΛCDM model and any deviation from one represent inconsistency with Λ dark energy. In fingure.5 we see the expected results for Om and Om3 diagnostics from the future BigBOSS large scale structure experiment [65] . 
Conclusion
I have briefly reviewed two strategic approaches of studying dark energy, reconstructing dark energy and falsifying dark energy models. Difficulties of reconstructing the expansion history of the universe and the properties of dark energy were discussed and we had also expressed the problem of cosmographic degeneracy which would not allow us to confidently distinguish between cosmological models with high certainty at the present and near future. We have then emphasised on importance of a different approach to confront a more realistic and affordable problem: falsifying cosmological constant. Cosmological constant or Λ-term as dark energy is one of the important aspects of the standard cosmological model and finding any deviation from it would result to a break through in theoretical physics and ruling out the standard concordance model of cosmology. We have explained two diagnostics of dark energy which are suitably designed to test the Λ term using direct observables. While Om diagnostic can be trivially applied using supernovae data, Om3 is tailored specifically to be used on large scale structure data and BAO direct observables. We have shown effectiveness of these two important diagnostics in the near future of cosmology and how they can test the standard model without assuming any parameterization, without being sensitive to the priors of individual quantities and most importantly, by only using the direct observables.
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